
Introduction
Good afternoon and welcome to CGS Administrators, 
LLC (CGS) DME MAC Jurisdiction B “Ask the Contractor 
Teleconference” (ACT). These ACT calls are hosted by 
the DME MAC Provider Outreach and Education team 
for Jurisdiction B. My name is Kathryn Torro, and on 
the call this afternoon are Jurisdiction B subject matter 
experts from CGS medical review and various operational 
departments. For this ACT call, you are welcome to ask 
questions specifically related to the “Widespread Post-
Pay Service Specific Reviews” currently being conducted 
by the Medical Review department here at CGS. 

Please note there is not a presentation for this call, the 
call is being recorded and we will post a transcript to our 
website within 30 business days.

JB ACT Web page: https://www.cgsmedicare.com/jb/
education/act.html

Now, before we begin taking your questions, I will provide 
a brief overview of why the “Widespread Post-Pay 
Service Specific Reviews“ are occuring. I will also discuss 
requirements to help when responding to requests for 
additional documentation and things to avoid that could 
cause a delay or an unfavorable decision on the selected 
claims. 

CGS is conducting these reviews because the data 
analysis shows the allowed dollar amount for the 
selected HCPCS codes were significantly above 
expected amounts. The audit process is used to protect 
the Medicare Trust Fund against improper payments. 
The initial notificiation was sent out on August 12, 2020 
alerting suppliers this process was to begin. The medical 
review staff will be auditing post-pay claims with dates 
of service prior to March 1, 2020. As a supplier, it is 
important that you respond to any request for additional 
documentation to avoid receiving an overpayment demand 
letter for lack of response.

The Targeted Probe and Educate (TPE) program at 
this time is suspended at the Centers of Medicare and 
Medicaid Services (CMS) direction. The TPE program 
will resume at a later date to be determined by CMS. 
Currently, CGS will conduct Widespread Post-Pay Service 
Specific Reviews on the following policies:

• Ankle-Foot Orthosis
• Diabetic Shoes
• Urological Supplies
• Knee Orthosis
• Surgical Dressings

• Blood Glucose Test 
or Reagent Strips for 
Home Blood Glucose 
Monitors

• Lumbar-Sacral Orthosis

Suppliers will be notified of the selected HCPCS codes 
through Listserv messages and the notifications will be 
posted under the “News & Publications“ section of the 
Jurisdiction B website. The randomly selected suppliers 

will receive an Additional Documentation Request letter, 
known as an ADR letter, which will contain a list of the 
required documents. The ADR letter will advise suppliers 
with specific instructions on how and when to respond, as 
well as contact information for medical review.

News & Publications: https://www.cgsmedicare.com/jb/
pubs/news/index.html

Next, we will discuss important reminders to assist 
suppliers when responding to ADR letters. When 
you receive an ADR letter, you must respond within 
the specified time frame identified in the letter. Send 
responses as soon as possible. Suppliers are encouraged 
to review the ADR letter to ensure full understanding of 
what is being requested and when documents must be 
returned. Place the ADR letter on top of the documents 
as the cover sheet and return the documents to CGS 
as instructed. Clearly identify the documentation being 
returned. This can be accomplished by utilizing the 
“Claim Documentation Divider Sheets” to label the 
documents. The divider sheets are available on the left-
hand navigation panel of the Jurisdiction B website under 
“Online Tools & Calculators.”

Online Tools & Calculators: https://www.cgsmedicare.
com/jb/help/documentation_identification_tool.html

When responding to ADR letters , be sure the response 
contains all documents that are applicable. Verify the 
documents are clearly labeled, identified and legible. 
Respond only once and send separate responses for each 
claim. Just make sure you do not combine responses or 
send duplicates. There are several options for responding 
and they are by:

• Mail
• Fax

• esMD 
• Encrypted CD or DVD

If an encrypted CD or DVD method is selected, the 
response must be in the TIFF or PDF format.

Suppliers can utilize these tips to avoid unnecessary 
denials. Do not use your own cover sheet because they 
are not recognized by our system and may result in 
delays. If you are missing the ADR cover letter, you can 
create your own in this situation. Include the following 
information on the cover sheet: First you want to be 
sure you indicate “ADR Response“ on the cover sheet 
and include the Medicare Beneficiary Identifier (MBI), 
the claim control number (CCN) and the date of service 
of the claim. It is important you do not omit requested 
information as this may result in a denial. Also, never 
combine multiple requests into a single response. Do not 
miss the deadline for responding and never send your 
original documents as we are unable to return them. And 
just to reiterate, ensure your copies are clear and legible.

Medical Review received a few questions regarding the 
post-pay process that we would like to share. 
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Question: Is the Widespread Post-Pay Service Specific 
Review the same as Targeted Probe and Educate (TPE)?

Answer: No, although they both involve ADR letters, 
the similarities end there. This process looks at the 
documentation used to support claim payment on a post-
payment basis. 

Question: How is this different from TPE?

Answer: TPE is a pre-pay review and suppliers have 
the option of receiving up-to three rounds of one-on-one 
education to address errors identified during the review 
process. Suppliers submit a corrective action plan to show 
understanding of the errors and the steps they will take to 
reduce or eliminate those errors.

Question: What is considered a curable error?

Answer: Submitting or correcting information that was 
missing in the documentation. The majority of curable errors 
are found and corrected before claim submission. 

• Sending documents omitted from the initial submission
• Corrections to documents would have to go through the 

appeals process 

Question: What options are available if we receive an 
unfavorable decision?

Answer: You would follow the normal appeals process.

Appeals: https://www.cgsmedicare.com/jb/claims/appeals/
index.html

The best preparation for suppliers to handle any audit 
situation, is to have a strong intake process in place. This will 
assist suppliers in responding to requests for information. If 
you do not have an established intake process, we have a 
suggested intake form to assist suppliers in getting started. 
The form itself is not required; it is a guide if needed. The 
“Suggested Intake Form” can be used as is or modified to 
meet your business needs. The form can be found under 
the Forms/Checklists/Guides tab located in the left-hand 
navigation panel of the Jursidiction B website. 

Forms/Checklists/Guides: https://www.cgsmedicare.com/
jb/forms/index.html

Suggested Intake Form: https://www.cgsmedicare.com/jb/
forms/pdf/jb_suggested_intake_form.pdf

At CGS, we have information about two medical review 
education programs that our suppliers can utilize to increase 
their knowledge on documentation requirements and lower 
their claim error rates. CGS Connect is available for suppliers 
to submit their pre-claim documentation for specific policies 
in which a member of our medical review department will 
review and provide educational feedback. This feedback 
will indicate if the documentation meets the necessary 
requirements outlined in the policy or if the documentation is 
insufficient for payment and why. Next is the CGS Xchange 
program which offers suppliers the opportunity to receive 
individualized education. During this process, suppliers 
submit questions regarding the types of documentation that 
is acceptable or if clarification is needed on certain sections 
of a policy. A nurse reviewer will review the questions and 
arrange a teleconference to discuss the issues. Details 
of these programs are located on the left hand navigation 

panel of the Jurisdictin B website, under the Medical Review 
section, then select “Education Programs“. 

CGS Connect: https://www.cgsmedicare.com/jb/mr/
cgsconnect.html

CGS Exchange: https://www.cgsmedicare.com/jb/mr/
cgsxchange.html

The Provider Outreach and Education department will 
continue to collaborate with Medical Review to provide 
webinars on policy specific HCPCS codes selected in the 
ongoing Widespread Post-Pay Service Specific Reviews. 
Suppliers will be notified via ListServ announcements of the 
date and policy category of the webinars. Suppliers can also 
find a list of webinars on the POE Events Calendar. The POE 
Events Calendar is located on the left-hand navigation panel, 
on the Jurisdiction B website, under the Education tab.

DME MAC POE Calendar of Events: Webinars, workshops 
and More: https://www.cgsmedicare.com/medicare_dynamic/
wrkshp/dme_coe/dme_coe_b/jb_report.aspx

Wrap Up
As we prepare to queue your questions, please note that 
we will only take questions over the telephone, as this call 
is being recorded for transcription purposes. To raise your 
hand, simply click on the icon of the hand. Then, Teresa 
Camfield, will announce you and unmute your individual 
line so that you can ask a question. Also, remember that no 
specific claim information or Medicare beneficiary’s private 
health information should be verbalized. I will now give you 
just a moment to prepare your questions.

Teresa, we are now ready to take the first question.

ACT Questions & Answers
Teresa: Thank you, Kathryn. The first question comes from 
Michelle. Go ahead Michelle, your line is unmuted. 

Michelle: Thank you for taking my question. So, we just 
had an ADR that we received for a patient, we entered all 
the documentation which included the DWO. It was denied 
stating that the amount delivered was not the same as the 
amount ordered.

It, was, it was right there. So, what I have, because I’m not 
going to have different documentation. Would I still do a 
redetermination when the take back comes in?

Kathryn: Yes, I mean, if you already received a 
determination from the Medical Review Department. I believe 
the instructions are for you to wait until you receive the actual 
overpayment letter. And then you can utilize your first level of 
an appeal, which is a redetermination.

Michelle: OK, so even if we don’t have new documentation, 
we can still utilize that.

Kathryn: Does your documentation match up? 

Michelle: Yes. 

Kathryn: I would certainly utilize your first level of an appeal.

Michelle: OK, thank you very much.

Kathryn: Thank you.
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Teresa: Thank you, Michelle, your line is re-muted. Our next 
question comes from Jonathan. Go ahead Jonathan your line 
is unmuted.

Jonathan: Hi. Thank you so much for this call. The question I 
had, and you may have touched on the exchange program.

So, I have a question regarding a specific clinical criteria for, 
for one of the codes on, on the audit, the A4353, and there’s 
five criteria, so if I wanted to ask a specific question, I can 
ask it, now, medical review team wants to assist, but it sounds 
like the best approach there would be through the, exchange, 
that new exchange education program, correct?

Kathryn: OK, I’m sorry, Kathryn, go on Tina.

Tina: Hi, this is Tina Harris with Medical Review. 

And, yes, you can utilize the Exchange. Exchange gives 
policy specific education and we’d be more than happy to 
provide that? Or you can always send your questions to the 
inquiry email; if you have a specific case that you want to 
discuss. Did you have a question on that? If we’ve already 
developed an ADR for your question you can send that to the 
inquires line at JB.TPE.Inquires@cgsadmin.com 

Jonathan: OK, great, I’m going to jot this down. Thank you. I 
think I have that. But, OK, and is this only open for suppliers. 
I’m calling on behalf of a manufacturer that works with 
suppliers, but is this only for Medicare enrolled suppliers?

Tina: We typically work with Medicare enrolled suppliers; 
however, you work with suppliers, but we are more than 
happy to answer questions or assist anyone. You have a 
great referral source. So, you know, we’re more than happy to 
work with you. 

Jonathan: Perfect, perfect. Thank you so much. That 
answers my question.

Teresa: Thank you, Jonathan. Your line is remuted. Kathryn 
at this time, we do not have any additional hands raised. I 
just want to remind everyone to please raise your hand if you 
have a question and we will be happy to assist you today. 

Kathryn: Thank you, Teresa. If you have questions 
in-regards-to your ADR letters, obviously the contact 
information is in the letter itself. However, I also want to 
remind you of the Medical Review inquires line at JB.TPE.
Inquires@cgsadmin.com 

Teresa: Thank you, Kathryn. Our next question comes from 
Kassie. Go ahead Kassie your line us unmuted. 

Kassie: Hi, I hope that you guys can answer this question. 
For me, it’s more about the knee orthosis, custom fitted or 
both the prefabricated, custom fitted versus straight off the 
shelf. One of the things that we noticed, in the, coverage 
criteria is that to be able to provide the custom fit it off the 
shelf must be adjusted by a licensed individual. Or it says 
other individual that is certified to do that, can you, um, I 
guess clarify who the other individual would be, because we 
can’t find clarification of that anywhere?

Sienna: Hi. This is Sienna Newman with Medical Review and 
I’m a Certified Prosthetist and Orthotist.

So, the answer to your question is they are really certified or 
through this process you can provide the customization of 
those devices or is based on your state licensing as to who is 

eligible to do so, such as physicians or other  
medical professionals. 

Kassie: Ok can you add the direction of where to find that? 
Because we have, certified orthotic fitters. I don’t know how, 
how do we find out what you guys are considering as the 
other individual outside of orthotics? 

Sienna: An orthotic fitter does qualify depending on the state 
that they’re in and that sort of information. So if you will do 
me a favor and reach out to that inquiry mail box, JB.TPE.
Inquires@cgsadmin.com we can work directly with you on 
your exact information one where you’re located and that kind 
of information for you. 

Kassie: Ok, awesome. Thank you so much.

Teresa: Thank you, Kassie. Your line is remuted. Our next 
question comes from Matthew. Go ahead Matthew your line 
is unmuted. 

Matthew: Thank you for taking my call. You mentioned a 
table of HCPCS. Are those the only HCPCS, that are part of 
the widespread post-pay reviews?

Kathryn: Matthew, currently, under the news and 
publications, there are listserv’s out there with the specific 
HCPCS. Under the News and Publications, there are 
Listserv’s announcing the Widespread Post-Pay Service 
Specific Reviews. It does give the specific HCPCS codes that 
they will be reviewing. 

You always want to make sure you’re signed up for our 
Listserv notices, because Medical Review might be adding 
additional listserv’s, or additional codes to those categories, 
as well, but currently, this is accurate and up to date, as far as 
the listserv’s, and HCPCS codes associated with the post-
pay reviews.

Matthew: Thank you.

Kathryn: You’re welcome.

Teresa: Thank you, Matthew your line is being re muted. 
At this time, Kathryn, we do not have any additional hands 
raised. I just want to remind everyone, if you have any 
questions that you would like to present to the panel today, 
please raise your hand.

OK. Our next question again comes from Michelle. Michelle 
your line is unmuted go ahead please.

Michelle: Would you mind repeating the information 
regarding CGS Connect? 

Kathryn: Certainly. I am happy to tell you verbally where 
that’s located. On our website, under Medical Review on the 
left-hand navigation panel, you would go to medical review 
tab. Once you’re under medical review, you want to go ahead 
and click on Education programs. So, when you’re on the 
website, and click on the medical review tab, like I stated, and 
then it would be education programs, and both of these will 
populate for you. 

CGS Connect: https://www.cgsmedicare.com/jb/mr/
cgsconnect.html

Michelle: So, Connect would be for, prior to submitting  
a claim, correct? So, is that based on TPE? 
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Kathryn: No. TPE is suspended at this time. So, you could 
submit that information prior to your claim, to receive a review 
and some education. For the Exchange program. When 
you click on that, it will show the specific policies that are 
available for education as well.

CGS Exchange: https://www.cgsmedicare.com/jb/mr/
cgsxchange.html

Michelle: I want to thank you very much, appreciate  
you clarifying.

Kathryn: You’re welcome, Michelle, thank you.

Teresa: Thank you, Michele, your line has been remuted.  
Our next questions comes from Robert. Robert, I just sent 
you your audio pin, please enter the pound sign, the pen 
number and the pound sign again. You can also find your 
audio pen under the audio drop-down on your webinar control 
panel. Once you enter that pen, we will be able to unmute 
your line and allow you to ask your question.

Go ahead, Robert, your line is unmuted.

Robert: Yes. Will you guys be making the slides available to 
us today for download?

Kathryn: No, this is just a visual for everyone. Like I stated 
earlier, there isn’t a presentation. We will post a transcript 
within 30 business days for today’s call, on our website, and 
we will notify suppliers via listserv when it has been posted.

Robert: Thank you.

Teresa: Thank you, Robert. Your line is being remuted. At 
this time; we do not have any additional questions, Kathryn.

Kathryn: I’m just going to remind everyone the Medical 
Review (MR) contact information e-mail address, if you had 
a question regarding your post pay review. Or if one of our 
panelists has advised you to contact them through that e-mail 
address, I’ll repeat it. It’s JB.TPE.Inquires@cgsadmin.com 

Teresa: Thank you, Kathryn. Again, at this time, we do not 
have any hands raised. I want to remind all the attendees: If 
you have questions, do not hesitate to raise your hand, and 
we will be happy to assist you today.

Our next question comes from Carol. Carol, I just sent you 
your audio pin. You will need to enter the pound sign, the 
audio pin and the pound sign again into your telephone 
keypad. Then I can unmute your line.

Teresa: Go ahead, Carol. Your line is unmuted.

Carol: Thank you. We are just looking to see what role, can 
the NPs and PAs have when it comes to diabetic shoes, can 
they be the certifying now, or can they not?

Kathryn: Good afternoon, Carol, currently, at this time, they 
would not. I believe that’s effective; anyone else can correct 
me if I’m incorrect information, but that’s not until January 
first of 2021, that program.

Carol: OK, so another question. I’m sorry. When it comes to 
the diabetic shoes, in our area, like we have one doctor who 
oversees five offices. So how, I mean, the doctor is supposed 
to be seeing every single diabetic patient, it’s not happening, 
The NPs and PAs are; what can we do in this situation?

Kathryn: I’m going to refer that question. Ed or Tina. Are you 
able to assist Carol?

Tina: Carol. I’m sorry. I don’t, I don’t think; could you repeat 
your question? Because it sounds like it’s a business practice. 
As Kathryn stated earlier, the new regulations do not go into 
effect until January of next year. I’m not sure what you are 
asking us?

Carol: Well, if the MD or a DO signs off on the NPs or PAs 
visit notes, will that be sufficient?

Tina: Are you saying the MDs/DOs are signing off on the 
visit? Are you saying? I would recommend that you also 
utilize a our Connect program.

That’s something that we frequently get in, this is prior to the 
claim submission, OK. I’d hate to give you, like, an overall, 
yes or no for that, because it could be other factors that could 
go into that.

Carol: OK, that answers my questions, then.

Teresa: Thank you, Carol. I’m remuting your line.

Dr. Stacey Brennan: Is there any way I can make  
a comment?

Kathryn: Yes, Dr. Brennan. We would love for you to make  
a comment. 

Dr. Brennan: Carol, you’re from, which state? Is she 
unmuted?

Teresa: Yes.

Dr. Brennan: OK, are you from one of our JB states?

Carol: Yes, Michigan,

Dr. Brennan: Michigan, thank you, OK. So, we realize for 
rural states, particularly states that have significant numbers 
of rural areas, that the therapeutic shoes for persons with 
diabetes policy has some difficult requirements and always 
has. This is not new about the certifying physician.

It’s been one of the harder things for us to educate about 
through the years, but as a matter of fact, a co-sign on a 
certifying physician statement, is not sufficient for us. That’s 
not because of us as Medicare contractors. This is not our 
choice. This is in regulation, OK.

So, actually, in the setting in the physician’s office, yes, the 
physician who’s a DO or an MD has historically had to have 
definite hands on activity for people with the diagnosis of 
diabetes who are in need of acquiring therapeutic shoes for 
the reasons that are listed in our policy.

The changes that you read about, which were just released in 
some educational articles, maybe, is that what you’re thinking 
about on November the fifth?

Carol: Yes.

Dr. Brennan: OK, we published an article called, Nurse 
Practitioners and Physician Assistants as Certifying 
Physicians for Therapeutic Shoes and Inserts. Yeah, this is 
pretty new and this is maybe a little bit revolutionary, but this 
is not; this is not something we the DME MACs got approved, 
without, believe me, help, from understanding how to do it 
with CMS, and it has only to do with the physician, who has 
a relationship with nurse practitioners (NPs) or physician 
assistants (PAs) working, incident to them. 
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Now, are you familiar with the roles that are Incident two on 
the Part B side?

Carol: Not really, no.

Dr. Brennan: Well, that’s where you’re going to have to read 
up. Or the physicians that, are your clients. You know, who 
are, you know, referring patients to you for shoes is going to 
have to help you.

So that it’s really; not us as DME providers or DME policy 
writers to say what those roles are. You just have to become 
familiar with them as a businessperson. And as long as 
those nurse practitioners (NPs) are in that kind of specific 
relationship, and there are roles that go with that under 
Medicare, that nurse practitioners and physician assistants 
can, in fact act as though they are the certifying MD or DO.

Carol: OK, so, is that now?

Dr. Brennan: No, I I’ll be honest with you. I was rereading 
this, and I don’t see where we have the effective date. Can I 
get back to you on that?

Carol: Yes.

Dr. Brennan: Unless, unless I have one of my medical 
coordinators on with me right now, send me an IM, but I’m 
thinking I’m going to have to get back to you on that.

This is different from that special project that starts January 
one, which we were talking about. And that’s for only certain 
geographic areas for us and JB. Remember.

That’s only for Kathryn, I want to say; for all of Ohio, and part 
of Kentucky, and one other state?

I’ll have to pull up the article myself to read it, I apologize. 
That’s a different project from the one I just described to you, 
which has to do with the incident, too rules under Medicare, 
OK. Is that helpful?

Carol: Where do we find these rules?

Dr. Brennan: Well, what you could do is talk to the physician 
who’s over the practice.

He or his office manager, she or her office manager, should 
be able to tell you what that the business relationship of their 
NP or the PA is to them, because it has to do with the way 
they submit charges to Medicare and get paid.

Carol: What about, you said there’s rules for Medicare, rules 
for incident to rule? Where do we find those rules; is that from 
you guys?

Dr. Brennan: No, they’re not going to be from us. Because 
we’re the DME MAC they’d be from your part A/ B carrier or 
contractor. For Michigan is that WPS? 

Carol: We do everything through myCGS.

Dr. Brennan: I don’t think we have Michigan do we guys for 
part for Part B? 

Carol: We do everything through CGS.

Dr. Brennan: For Part B No. No, no, no. I’m not talking about 
DME. I’m talking about Part A/B. Physician office visits Part B 

Carol: Oh, oh, OK, so we got to go to the physician OK. 
Yeah, yeah. Right WPS? Yeah, that’s right, OK.

Dr. Brennan: All right, our standpoint now you are with us, 
you are with CGS for DME, OK. So, you can ask questions 
there. But, you know, the physician, like I said, the physician 
should know obviously. Because it does take a choice of that 
physician’s office or the way they are submitting claims for 
that nurse practitioner that’s working within their office to  
get paid.

Carol: So, then the nurse practitioners and the PA’s should 
know which one they are.

Dr. Brennan: Yeah, yeah, 

Carol: OK

Dr. Brennan: Yeah, I mean, they should of, Golly, you know, 
in a business relationship of if I were working in a doctor’s 
office as a nurse practitioner or as a PA, I should know my 
business relationship with the office. Yeah, OK, so they 
should they should be able to answer that for you OK, thank 
you. OK, I just got an e-mail, I mean a text message; thank 
you, Mia. 

Our effective date is 11/5/2020, November fifth. So actually, 
when this article came out was the day it became effective. 
Does that help?

Carol: Much. Yes, thank you.

Dr. Brennan: OK, great. Thanks, Mia. See this is a team 
approach here at CGS.

Teresa: Thank you. Dr. Brennan. Your line is remuted Carol.

Our next question comes again from Jonathan. Go ahead, 
Jonathan, your line is unmuted.

Jonathan: Hi, thank you. I thought I’d take the opportunity 
that’s really good information coming from Dr. Brennan. 
I’m certainly happy to go through the inquiry e-mail, but if I 
could just pose the question here of what I was referring to 
earlier, it’s that it’s under the urological supplies. That A4353, 
has some specific criteria for when that sterile, intermittent 
catheter technique is, is considered medically necessary, 
and it’s that second criteria that we’re having some; I guess 
some need some clarification with where the beneficiary is 
immuno-suppressed, and then it lists four examples. But it 
also points out that not an all-inclusive list. So, what we’re 
seeing is referrals from physicians that are, are requesting 
or prescribing the A4353, for scenarios that they’re saying 
Patients immunosuppressed more susceptible to infection. 
And, and that’s where I think there might not be enough 
documentation. So, it has that come up, the question is more 
specific to the medical team? And whether that has come up 
before? And what documentation would you would be looked 
for in a review on that?

Dr. Brennan: Well, I. Tina Harris is still on the call. Tina is 
our MR Manager for JB. I, I don’t know that we can talk about 
specific examples, more than what you see in that policy, But 
Tina, what has been our experience with that? But Tina, what 
has been our experience with that? Just have the supplier 
send in the physician documentation regarding that.

Tina: That’s correct, Dr. Brennan; we will look at the totality of 
the records and your right we will take into account info in the 
chart. All the documents that you send in. 

You’re right, it is not an all-inclusive list, so we can’t give like 
a list of all possible scenarios, but we would look at each 
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case individually. So, the more medical documentation that 
your supplier can submit, the better.

Jonathan: Got it. Great. Thank you so much.

Teresa: Thank you, Jonathan. Your line is remuted. And 
thank you, Doctor Brennan and Tina.

Let me check for additional questions. Our next question 
comes again from Robert. Go ahead. Robert, your line is 
unmuted.

Robert: Yes. Thank you for that information. Doctor Brennan. 
However, I’ve got some questions here. It sounds like the 
incident to relationship between the NP and the physician 
is a bit of an intimate one. How would the ... provider 
that’s providing the shoes for the, maybe the primary care 
physician? Or a DPM where we have to satisfy the LCD. How 
would we know that the notes that we’ve received from a PA 
or an NP that would validate the patient has been treated for 
diabetes and that they need the diabetic shoes and they have 
the qualifiers, how would we validate that that relationship is 
on par with what’s needed? So, the claim doesn’t get rejected 
or audited later on. And we end up having to get the money 
back. So how does the O&P company validate that?

Dr. Brennan: Are you, the, I’m sorry; are you a podiatrist? 
Are you asking it from them? 

Robert: No, I am an O&P provider.

Dr. Brennan: You’re an O&P provider. Um, I think you’re 
going to have to ask, I mean, Sienna do have any other 
suggestion? I don’t know how else one would know the 
relationship that nurse practitioner is in with the physician 
because it’s probably a contractual one, a business 
contractual one, if you know what I mean?

Robert: So, if they’re sort of requirement is that they have  
to be an incident to relationship, and the provider is the one 
on the line for providing the service to the patient. How does 
this how do we prevent this or confirm this coming back and 
biting us?

Kathryn: I can help you out a little bit Robert. Incident to 
meaning that the PA physician assistant, NP, the nurse 
practitioner, works the same practice as the doctor. And 
they’re working underneath that MD or a DO when they 
submit their claim. Meaning the physician, the physician is 
going to be submitting it under their NPI number, and not 
under the NPI number of that nurse practitioner or the PA. 

The physician would then agree to those notes, or medical 
documentation. Now. It’s just that that individual PA or nurse 
practitioner would not be submitting a claim to Medicare, it 
would be the MD or DO submitting the claim. 

Robert: So, it’s safe to say that if you’re dealing with from the 
same practice, you’re probably, there’s a safe bet that you’ve 
satisfied this incident into relationship. However, if there was 
a PA that set up a private practice out in a rural community 
and was doing some of this treatment on their own possibly, 
or an NP was doing it with another practice, we couldn’t  
cross over. 

You couldn’t have an MD or a DO from another practice get 
involved and sign or cosign that, or, Or, you just couldn’t do it. 
You couldn’t.

Kathryn: No. They have to be working under the MD or DO 
in the same practice.

Robert: OK, OK, so that is helpful. Thank you so much.

Kathryn: Thank you, Robert.

Teresa: Thank you, Robert your line is re-muted. At this time, 
we do not have any additional hands raised. I just want to 
remind everyone, if you have a question, please raise your 
hand.

The next question comes from Ricardo, go ahead, Ricardo.

Ricardo: Hi. I have a Question about Medicare B, for PRN 
orders, right? Hello?

Kathryn: Yes, I’m here. You mean PRN orders?

Ricardo: Right. Like nebulizers to doctor will order four times 
a day and twice a day as needed, how would we bill that?

Kathryn: Are you wondering how to document your 
documentation or how you would bill, what you actually gave 
to the beneficiary?

Ricardo: Can we quantify just this schedule portion, and we 
cannot quantify the as needed part.

Kathryn: Correct. You going to bill. I’m echoing, and  
I apologize. 

You’re going to bill on a prospective, not retrospective basis. 
So, it’s what you actually delivered to the beneficiary is 
what you’re going to bill for. Now, when it comes to nearly 
exhaustion, where the beneficiary needs or week though, 
where you’re going to be in contact with them, that’s when 
you’re going to ask. How much, how much do you have on 
hand? How much is exhausted, so you know for your next 
delivery, for your neb, what to actually deliver?

Ricardo: Suppose the medical review and they audit us, 
if they see that we are sending an amount, that when you 
calculate, it doesn’t match with the scheduled order because 
we added the stated part. They didn’t reject or didn’t know 
about the cloud.

Tina: And Ricardo in Medical Review we are going to look 
at the medical documentation that you submitted and if your 
medical records show that you actually did, you send that 
amount and that the physician is ordering that amount, that 
would meet criteria.

Ricardo: We, for the quantity and the supply we have two 
only bill the DME MAC with scheduled one we cannot bill  
as needed.

Tina: I would, I would submit the entire document, what 
was ordered, along with what, is in the history of what the 
physician requested, that they need it, submit the entire 
document for payment.

Ricardo: OK, another question would be good to review, we 
have to submit a redetermination on myCGS portal. Can we 
submit documentation and data processing, redetermination 
form submission?

Teresa: This is Teresa Camfield. Yes. You just upload it  
with your document when you submit the written request  
for redetermination.
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Ricardo: I didn’t know if it’s our system, but it’s showing on 
my portal the form submission is grayed out. It says you do 
not currently have access to this function.

Teresa: OK, then your designated approver. Whoever is 
in your office, Ricardo, that is your myCGS Designated 
Approver (DA) must go into myCGS and reset the access for 
your individual users’, or for you, or whomever needs that 
access. They need to check the box to designate access in 
the designated approver maintenance section for the user.

Ricardo: OK, thank you very much.

Teresa: Thank you, Ricardo. Your line is remuted.

Our next question comes from Mark. Mark, I cannot unmute 
your line until you enter your audio pin. You can find your 
audio pin in the audio drop-down, in your webinar control 
panel and enter the pound sign, that pin number, and the 
pound sign.

While we’re waiting for Mark, we have another question from 
Robert. Go ahead, Robert. Your line is unmuted.

Robert: Hi. Thank you for taking my question again. I can’t 
get away from these diabetic shoes. It’s insane here.

So, in light of this, this change, in the policy accepting the, 
being able to accept the PA, and the NPs, signature, and 
qualifying documentation, what’s going to happen to the 
organizations that went through, maybe around one TPE 
education for errors made? When are, we were told that  
there were errors and claims that, we submitted when we  
had a PA note co-signed by an MD, or a DO, that was from 
the same practice?

Does that education, that TPE education, basically, cease 
or no longer exist for us, or do we have to continue to go 
through that process?

Tina: So, when CMS gives us permission to or, gives us the 
announcement to resume TPE that round will continue. And 
so, we can’t go backwards. So, that will be based upon any 
new claims that we develop from you and so, the nurses will 
also be educated on this new process as well. 

So, any new claims that we, we ADR out on your department, 
or your company, we will follow the new guidelines. 

Robert: OK, thank you.

Teresa: Thank you, Robert. Your line is re-muted.

Mark, I cannot unmute your line until you enter your audio 
pin. You can find your audio pin in the audio drop-down, in 
your webinar control panel and enter the pound sign, that pin 
number, and the pound sign.

At this time, Kathryn, we only have that one hand raised.

Kathryn: Thank you, Teresa.

Teresa: At this time, Kathryn, we do not have any additional 
hands raised.

Kathryn: OK. Just to remind everyone, again, the Medical 
Review contact information. I’ll repeat it for you JB.TPE.
Inquires@cgsadmin.com 

Teresa: At this time, Kathryn, we do not have any hands 
raised, or any questions.

Kathryn: OK, I’m just going to go through one more time; I 
want to make sure that we answer questions; just to double 
check. Thank you.

I don’t see anyone else’s hands raised it’s 2:48.

Thank you for attending today’s webinar and participating. We 
will post the transcript to our website and send out a ListServ 
notification when it is available. I’d like to thank you all so 
much for attending today and we look forward to seeing you 
at future educational events. 

I want everyone to have a great day. Thank you so much  
for attending. 
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